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SAVI

Melody

12 VAC LED LIGHTING
Is a small but powerful lighting system

SAVI MELODY
NICHELESS, INTELLIGENT
COLOR LED LIGHT SOURCE

designed to create even illumination and
colorful lighting effects throughout
your pool and spa. They fit into
standard pool fittings as shallow
as 4” below water level so they
are ideal for swimouts, beach
entries, sun shelves and other
shallow water applications. Multiple
SAVI Melodies placement will provide
even illumination. The SAVI Melody can
be wired to any 12 VAC transformer, wire
transformer to any controller, wall switch, etc.
NO SEPARATE CONTROLLER NEEDED. Use 1, 2,
3, 4 or more Melody light(s), you’re only limited by the size of your
transformer. Just toggle power switch off/on to change color modes.

VIBRANT Colors
Fixed White
Fixed light blue
Fixed green
Fixed light blue
Fixed dark blue

No Niche Needed!

Fits Standard gunite, vinyl and fiberglass return fittings.

No Control Box!

Use as many lights as you like. 1, 2, 3 or more, only limited by the size
of your transformer and no control box! Wire direct to a12 VAC low
voltage circuit.

Perfect for beach entries ...

steps, sunshelves and multiple lens-balanced lighting designs.

NO ADDITIONAL BONDING OR
GROUNDING REQUIRED
75 WATT INCANDESCENT
Equivalent

Putting lights where you need to ...
not where you have to.

EXCITING “Shows”
smooth color transition
blue to green fades
fast color changing
medium fast color changing

Add an X-Stream LED Lighted water feature or accent
lighting to enhance your lighting design. SAVI
Melody and SAVI X-Stream LED products make the
perfect synchronized combination. LED Lighted water
features, pavers, Celestial floor kits, lighted bubblers
and landscape lighting - the Total Lighting Package™
from Nexxus Pool & Spa.

TRUE-COLOR TM Mix Technology
Colors mix in the lamp not in the pool so the light is always pure,
bright and vibrant.

ETL LISTED
The SAVI Melody meets or exceeds nationally recognized
electrical product safety standards for nicheless pool lighting.

2 YEAR WARRANTY
COMPLETE COVERAGE

SPECIFICATIONS:

Evenly distribute light with multiple SAVI Melody locations.

• 14 Watts • 1.2 Amps • 360º Beam Spread

LED LAMP LIFE
5X longer than standard pool lighting

Ordering Information

PART NUMBER

DESCRIPTION

SAVI-MELODY100

12V Pool Light, Melody with 100' Cord

SAVI-MELODY150

12V Pool Light, Melody with 150' Cord (SPECIAL ORDER)

SVLKEY2PL

Lens Key, New for SVG2SPOTP/SAVI MELODY

SAVI-MEL2PAK100

Kit includes 2- SAVI-MELODY100 and 1- 100 Watt Transformer

SAVI-MEL2PAK150

Kit includes 2- SAVI-MELODY150 and 1- 100 Watt Transformer

Nexxus Lighting patents pending. This product is covered by one or more of the following patents; 6,971,760.
Features officially licensed technology from Color Kinetics; patent numbers 6.016.038, 6.150.774

AUTO MEMORY
Saves last setting when turned off - returns to saved setting
each night

EASY INSTALLATION
No niche is required for installation. The SAVI MELODY fits into a
standard return fitting with a minimum 14 inches of 1.5” diameter
PVC pipe. Then reduce to a 1” diameter conduit for the cable run
to the transformer.

NO ADDITIONAL BONDING OR
GROUNDING REQUIRED
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